PRODUCT
SPECIFICATIONS

Titan Elite Wall Mount
Ideal for areas where limited wall "real estate" is available

T2EP-WT2-KUBSRVCTRY-WB

T2EP-WT2-KUB-MW

Titan Elite Sit-Stand Workstation
Specifications

Exceptional reach, compact when stowed.
• A TRUE sit-stand workstation with 21" (53 cm) of vertical
movement.
• POPULAR Titan Elite Wall Arm can be mounted above a
chair rail or over a countertop, taking advantage of unused
space.
• enables a monitor and keyboard to extend up to 54" (137
cm) when needed, then stow just 11” (28 cm) from the wall.
• ERGONOMIC DESIGN. Provides effortless movement and
is fully adjustable at each joint for maximum ergonomic
comfort. Rotates 180° at the wall mount.
• HYGIENIC. Full cable management through the articulation
points allows for thorough disinfection, protects wires,
and creates a neater appearance.

Load capacity

28 lbs (12.7 kg) Monitor only
22 lbs (9.9 kg) Monitor and Keyboard
Vertical adjustment range 21” (53 cm)
Maximum reach
39” (99 cm) Monitor only
54" (137 cm) Monitor and Flip Up Tray
60" (152.4 cm) Monitor and Keyboard
Ultra Slide
Stowed depth
11” (28 cm)
Horizontal rotation
180° at wall
270° at first, second, and third joints
Screen swivel
Rotates from landscape to portrait
Screen tilt
50° forward and back
Screen pan
270° side to side
VESA interface

75 mm and 100 mm

Monitor, keyboard and mouse not included.

Range of
Motion Video

For more information contact your ICW representative or talk to
one of our customer service representatives at 1-800-558-4435.
Visit our website www.icwusa.com
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Range of Motion and Dimension Drawings
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Titan Elite Wall Mount
with Monitor only.
Includes under-monitor
handle.
T2EQ-WT2

Titan Elite Ceiling
Mount. Includes
under-monitor
handle.
T2EQ-C8X5

Titan Elite Wall
Mount with Monitor
and Keyboard.
T2EP-WT2-KUB

Available options

Behind-the-monitor scanner and/or
Mini-PC mount mount

Behind-the-keyboard scanner mount
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Design Enhancement
Cables run through
articulation points and
are more enclosed

Available in these 5
standard colors and
9 custom colors.

Medical Writable
White
Black

11" (28 cm)
Stows compactly

Putty

Tan

Quartz
Gray
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